Dear comrades,

On behalf of Giovani Democratici of Italy we are glad to nominate Vittorio Pecoraro for the position of member of IUSY Control Commission, to be elected in the IUSY Congress 2020.

We, as Giovani Democratici, have always considered our work in the youth organizations of the international socialist family our core priority. Indeed, we consider IUSY as a fundamental body through which important international progressive goals can be reached.

The fight against raising inequalities, the issues of massive migratory crisis, climate change and sustainable development, the fight against terrorism and organized crime, the struggle for peace in warzones are just a few of the topics that nowadays require a global and progressive approach.

We call for a great socialist, socialdemocratic and labour youth organization, able to bring awareness to these battles, without borders and in the spirit of true international solidarity. We all feel the urgency to favour mobilization and political activism at the highest scale possible.

Therefore, we are happy to continue to commit ourselves to IUSY by guaranteeing our enthusiastic participation to campaigns and activities and by presenting our nomination to the executive bodies of the organization.

Vittorio Pecoraro has been Responsible for Organization and Membership in GD National Board since 2016 and has always committed himself to our common cause, always proving his exceptional organizational and planning abilities.

We do believe that Vittorio has the skills and passion to be a suitable candidate: he would perform at best in the office he is running for.

Considering these reasons, Giovani Democratici strongly support his candidacy.
Thank you for your attention and have a great congress.

Socialist regards,

Rome, February, 29th, 2020

President of Giovani Democratici

Michele Masulli